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Matting additive to be added to solvent based products.

ADITIVOS

PRODUCTOS PARA USO ESPECIFICOFAMILY
LINE

 DESCRIPTION AND NATURE

 USAGES

Universal flatting for solvent-based systems

 PROPERTIES

Does not alter product properties to which is added
Additable over enamels, sinthetic varnishes, Nitrocellulosic,Poliuretanics
Allows the adjusment of desired gloss

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTCS

Referencia Color CONVERPLUS MATIZADOR
Se recomienda aditivar del 5 al 20% de converplusMixture relation
TransparentFinish

Specific weight 1,08± 0,05 kg/l
Solids in volume 27± 1
Solids in weight 43± 1

Depending of product usageAproximated performance by coat

(20ºC HR: 60%):As per product to be added to.Dry to touch 
TransparentColours

 SURFACE PREPAIRING

New surfaces
As per product to be added to.

Restoring and maintenance
As per product to be added to.

 WAY OF USE

Application Notes
-Stir product until perfectly homogenized.
-Mix up with product base by spatula or agitator.
-Addition: 5-20% in volume.
-Apply recommended  primer for every product.
-Always follow the recomended application systems indicated in corresponding product data sheet.

Solvent for dilution and cleaning
Solvent 1405

Way of use Aproximate dilution
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 SYSTEM
Procedures depending of surface type

Primer Intermedium Finish

On usualy surfaces

MAX
STD Idem productos Monto a aditivar Idem productos Monto a aditivar Idem productos Monto a 

aditivar+Converplus matizador

 SECURITY

Do not eat, neither drink, nor smoke during the application. In case of contact with eyes, wash abundantly with clean water. 
Keep away from children. Do not throw in darin. Keep product in dry area, under cover and temperature between 5 to 35°C. 
For further information, please check product safety sheet.

 NOTE

Information here indicated is based on our actual knowledge, laboratory testing and taking in count the practical use under 
specific circumstances.As it is impossible to stablish an adecuate description for every nature and status of the supports to be 
painted, we are unable to warrant the absolute reproductibility in each specific use

Maximum recommended storage time : 18 months since its fabrication in its original packaging perfectly closed, stored 
indoors and at temperatures between 5º and  35ºC

 PACKINGS

0.125 L, 0.75 L
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